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Abstract. This study aims to evaluate three different time series smoothing methods, combined or not with 

filtering techniques, and their impact on the agricultural land use classification, in a region of the Brazilian 

Cerrado, using phenological parameters extracted from Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) Landsat-8 image time 

series. We extracted the time series from pixels located on well know polygons delimited on agricultural lands 

and monitored on a field campaign during August 2015 and August 2016. For the classification we considered 

the following classes: Annual Agriculture, Natural Forest, Perennial Agriculture, Semi-Perennial Agriculture and 

Grassland. The three smoothing algorithms were implemented through the TIMESAT software package 

including the: Savitzky-Golay (SG), asymmetric Gaussian function (AG) and double-logistic function (DL), and 

then the phenological attributes were extracted. For each method the phenological attributes were subjected to 

data mining using the Random Forest (RF) algorithm. The results were evaluated by the confusion matrix 

analysis, including global accuracy, producer´s accuracy and kappa. The intra-class variability was measured by 

calculating the mean standard deviation for samples within the different classes. The best classification accuracy 

with the different smoothing methods was the SG applied to the raw time series, with a global accuracy of 86% 

and kappa of 0.82. 
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1. Introduction 

With the availability of free and continuous satellite imagery, which allows the 

construction of consistent time series of vegetation index images, remote sensing undergoes a 

paradigm shift with regard to monitoring changes in land use and land cover.  

In the time series, each image pixel can be treated as a signal, so that signal processing 

techniques and econometrics can be applied, such as the decomposition of time series in trend 

and seasonality components, extraction of parameters of these components to land cover and 

land use classification (Arvor et al., 2011; Zheng et al., 2015), and change detection and 

trajectories analysis (Verbesselt et al., 2010). One of the important steps for this type of study 

is the preprocessing of the time series for noise removal, usually caused by the presence of 

clouds. Several algorithms for noise removal in time series have been used, among them, the 

Savitzky-Golay smoother (Chen et al., 2004), asymmetric Gaussian functions (Jönsson and 

Eklundh, 2004) and Double-logistic (Zhang et al., 2003; Jönsson and Eklundh, 2004). In 

addition to the application of smoothing algorithms, cloud masks combined with outliers 

interpolation techniques as well as multi-sensor approaches for replacing contaminated pixels 

by cloud-free pixels have been used (Hamunyela et al., 2013; Bendini et al., 2016a; Bendini et 

al., 2016b). Some studies have compared these smoothing approaches, but most of them 

focuses on coarse spatial resolution satellite image time series, such as the Moderate 

Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) (Atzberger and Eillers, 2011; Borges and 

Sano, 2014; Shao et al., 2016). Furthermore, they do not take into account the filtering effect 

on the classification performance. 
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Bendini et al. (2016) evaluated a method for integration of OLI/Landsat-8 and MUX/CBERS-

4 images to obtain vegetation indices time series with lower cloud contamination to improve a 

crop classification in the Cerrado Biome. They used phenological attributes extracted from 

time series smoothed by the double-logistic algorithm, since this algorithm was referenced by 

Borges and Sano (2014) as being the most suitable for smoothing series in agricultural areas 

in the Cerrado, considering MODIS images. However, there is a lack of information to 

confirm if this comparison is valid for Landsat-like image time series. Thus, the objective of 

this study was to evaluate three time series smoothing methods, Savitzky-Golay, asymmetric 

Gaussian and Double-logistic functions, combined or not with filtering techniques, and also 

evaluate the impact of their use on agricultural use classification in a region of the Cerrado, 

using phenological parameters extracted from EVI Landsat-8 image time series. 

 

2. Work methodology 
We conducted our study in the Itobi municipality, in São Paulo state, Brazil (Figure 1). 

Field campaigns were carried out for collecting training samples, in turn of 100 pixels. The 

classes considered were Annual Agriculture (potato, soybean, corn, onions and sugar beet on 

a double crop system), Semi-Perennial Agriculture (sugarcane), Perennial Agriculture 

(avocado, mango and Brazilian grapetree), Natural Forest and Grassland. A total of 24 scenes 

of Landsat-8 OLI (WRS 2, Path/Row 219/75), acquired from August 2015 to August 2016, 

were processed to Level 1 Terrain Corrected. The images were corrected for atmospheric 

conditions to identify and mask cloud and cloud shadows by the USGS EROS Science 

Processing Architecture (ESPA) (DeVries et al. 2015; DeVries et al. 2015a). Landsat-8 data 

were corrected using the L8SR algorithm (U.S. Geological Survey, 2015; Vermote, 2016).  

 

 
Figure 1. Location of Itobi municipality, in São Paulo state, Brazil. 

 

We first applied a combined filtering approach for noise removal on the Landsat time 

series by replacing the noise values by the average of their nearest neighbors values in time, 

considering the Fmask quality data and negative outliers based on a threshold recommended 

by Hamunyela et al. (2013). This method, however, is not capable of removing consecutive 

outliers. For both cases (filtered and raw data) we implemented three smoothing algorithms 

through the TIMESAT software package including the Savitzky-Golay, asymmetric Gaussian 

and double-logistic functions (Jönsson and Eklundh, 2004). Afterwards, the phenological 

attributes were extracted using TIMESAT.  
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The Savitzky–Golay approach applies a moving window to a given time-series dataset. 

Within a moving window (e.g., 2n + 1 points, n is a user defined window width), a quadratic 

polynomial function is used to fit all points and then the value of the central point is replaced 

by the fitted value. The asymmetric Gaussian algorithm relies mainly on five parameters to fit 

time-series data including the time of the minimum or maximum EVI, the width and flatness 

of the right side of the function, and the width and flatness of the left side of the function. The 

double logistic function estimates four parameters to determine the left inflection point, the 

right inflection point, and rates of changes at two inflection points. Both the asymmetric 

Gaussian algorithm and the double logistic function are modifications of local model 

functions, which have been proven to be effective in capturing phenological cycle events 

defined by EVI curves (Shao et al., 2016). Details about these processing techniques can be 

seen in Jönsson and Eklundh (2015). Considering the phenological attributes, a Random 

Forest (RF) algorithm (Breiman, 2001) was applied to the raw Landsat EVI time series 

smoothed by 1) Savitzky-Golay function, 2) Asymmetric Gaussian, and 3) Double logistic 

function, and also to the filtered Landsat EVI time series smoothed by 4) Savitzky-Golay 

function, 5) Asymmetric Gaussian and 6) Double- logistic function. The RF algorithm has 

been widely used in remote sensing applications (Müller et al, 2015; Peña et al, 2015) because 

it efficiently handle large databases, providing estimates on the most relevant variables, and 

also allowing the identification of outliers (Rodriguez-Galiano et al., 2012). There were a total 

of 31 training pixels for the annual agriculture class, 15 pixels for perennial agriculture, 26 

pixels for semi-perennial agriculture, 14 pixels for grassland and 14 pixels for native forest. 

The results were evaluated through the confusion matrix index, as global accuracy (GA), 

Kappa and producer's accuracy (PA) (Witten et al, 2011). The models considered a 10-fold 

cross validation method. The intra-class variability was measured by calculating the mean 

standard deviation for samples within the different classes (Shao et al., 2016). The 

classification results were obtained using the software package WEKA (Hall et al., 2009).  

 

3. Results and discussions 
The classification accuracy assessment, considering different smoothing algorithms 

applied to EVI raw time series (DL, AG, SG), is presented in Table 1. It includes the global 

accuracy (GA), kappa statistic, and the producer's accuracy (PA) for each class. 

 

Table 1. Classification accuracy assessment, considering different smoothing methods.  

 Producer´s Accuracy (%)  

Smoothing methods 
Annual 

Agriculture 
Natural 
Forest 

Perennial 
Agriculture 

Semi-perennial 
Agriculture 

Grassland GA% (kappa) 

DL 84.00% 75.00% 53.57% 90.00% 61.90% 70.00% (0.62) 

AG 89.66% 78.57% 76.92% 73.68% 66.67% 79.00% (0.73) 

SG 92.86% 85.71% 78.57% 82.35% 92.31% 86.00% (0.82) 

 

The best classification result was obtained by the Savitzky-Golay smoothed data, with an 

overall accuracy of 86% (kappa of 0.82). This result is followed by the Asymmetric Gaussian 

method, with overall accuracy of 79% (kappa of 0.73), and by the Double-logistic function, 

with overall accuracy of 70% (kappa of 0.62). We can observe that the only class that did not 

obtained the highest producer´s accuracy using the Savitzky-Golay smoothed time series was 

the Semi-perennial agriculture (82.35%). On the other hand, the highest producer´s accuracy 

for this class was found with the Double-logistic method (90%). Figure 2 shows the smoothed 

EVI time series, using different smoothing algorithms applied to the raw time series. It also 

shows the points of start and end of seasons detected by the TIMESAT´s algorithm to extract 

the phenological attributes. The classification results considering the different smoothing 

methods on the raw EVI time series can be observed in Table 2. 
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Figure 2. Smoothed EVI time series with the different algorithms using the raw data. The blue 

line is the smoothed time series, the black thin line is the raw time series, and the points are 

the start and end of seasons detected by the TIMESAT´s algorithm to extract the phenological 

attributes. 

 

Figure 3 shows the Smoothed EVI time series with the different smoothing algorithms 

using the filtered time series and the points of start and end of seasons detected by the 

TIMESAT´s algorithm to extract the phenological attributes.  

 

Table 2. Accuracy assessment statistics including global accuracy and (kappa statistic) for 

classifications, considering the different smoothing algorithms using the EVI filtered time 

series, and the producer's accuracy of each class. 

 Producer´s Accuracy (%)  

Smoothing methods 
Annual 

Agriculture 
Natural 
Forest 

Perennial 
Agriculture 

Semi-perennial 
Agriculture 

Grassland GA% (kappa) 

DL 86.67% 68.75% 76.00% 69.23% 68.75% 76.00% (0.69) 

AG 90.32% 71.43% 78.57% 61.54% 92.86% 81.00% (0.75) 

SG 78.79% 57.14% 64.52% 72.73% 72.73% 70.00% (0.61) 
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Figure 3. Smoothed EVI time series with the different smoothing algorithms using the filtered 

EVI time series. The blue line is the smoothed time series, the black thin line is the raw time 

series, and the points are the start and end of seasons detected by the TIMESAT´s algorithm 

to extract the phenological attributes. 

 

The best classification result was found using the Asymmetric Gaussian smoothed data, 

with an overall accuracy of 81% (kappa of 0.75), as can be seen in Table 2. This results are 

followed by 76% (kappa of 0.69) with Double-logistic method, and 70% (kappa of 0.61) 

using the Savitzky-Golay function. In respect to per-class classification results, we can see 

that the only class that had lower producer´s accuracy using the Asymmetric Gaussian 

smoothed time series it was the Semi-perennial agriculture class, with 61.54%. Most 

misclassification happened between perennial crop and annual crop, and between Semi-

perennial agriculture and Natural Forest class. 

Besides, we can observe at Figures 2 and 3, that when the filtering approach was applied 

before the smoothing, the model fits better the time series. However, contrary to what we 

were expecting, this probably have no influence on the improvement of the classification 

results.  
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In the classification results, considering the different smoothing algorithms using the EVI 

raw time series (Table 1), we observed that the lowest producer's accuracy was also obtained 

for Semi-perennial agriculture. This could be related to the fact that we used only one year 

EVI time series for the phenological parameters detection, while the complete cycle of the 

semi-perennial crops, such as sugarcane, lasted more than a year. This might explain the 

confusion between the Semi-perennial agriculture and both Natural Forest and Perennial 

crops classes.  

We calculated the mean standard deviation considering all the pixel time-series within 

each class in order to measure the intra-class variability. Figures 4 and 5 present the within-

class mean standard deviation for the different classes, considering data from different 

smoothing algorithms using the raw and the filtered EVI time series. 

 

 
Figure 4. Within-class mean standard deviation for the different classes using the different 

smoothing algorithms with the raw EVI time series. 

 

 
Figure 5. Within-class mean standard deviation for the different classes using the different 

smoothing algorithms with the filtered EVI time series. 
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We can observe in Figure 4 and 5 that the EVI time-series previously filtered presents 

bigger mean standard deviations within-class for all the classes for both smoothing methods, 

for example, for the Annual Agriculture class, the mean standard deviation measures 

increases from 0.124 to 0.139, 0.098 to 0.117, 0.120 to 0.129 and 0.106 to 0.120 for the 

original time-series, SG, AG and DL, respectively. Among the three smoothing algorithms, 

SG algorithm generated the smallest mean standard deviation for most classes. Similar results 

were observed by Shao et al. (2016) using MODIS data. Considering the raw EVI time-series, 

the smaller the mean standard deviation within-class the higher the producer´s accuracy, 

except for the Semi-perennial Agriculture class. But this relation cannot be observed in the 

previously filtered time-series.  

 

4. Final considerations 
In this work we evaluated three different time series smoothing methods, Savitzky-Golay, 

asymmetric Gaussian function and Double-logistic function, combined or not with filtering 

techniques. Besides, we evaluated the impact of their use in the agricultural use classification, 

in a region of the Brazilian Cerrado, using phenological parameters extracted from one year 

Enhanced Vegetation Index (EVI) Landsat-8 image time series. The smoothing method that 

provided the highest classification accuracy was the Savitzky-Golay applied to the raw time 

series (86% and kappa=0.82), followed by the asymmetric Gaussian applied to the filtered 

time series (81% and kappa=0.754). Further analyses are needed to evaluate this approach for 

large areas and also considering a bigger time span. We also suggest that an evaluation of 

inter-class separability could help to better understand the results. 
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